
HYMERCAR
Boundless freedom with the 2017 HYMERCAR models.
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Erwin Hymer

Bad Waldsee
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Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the

entrepreneur and a healthy dose of ambition and

hard work − all of these were typical of Erwin Hym-

er. From small beginnings, the company founder,

who passed away in April 2013, created a group

of companies which now ranks among the leading

motorhome and caravan manufacturers in Europe

and is active worldwide.

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his

parents’ calling and began working in his father

Alfons’ repair shop in the southern German town

of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year later, he

developed the first caravan – the original “Troll”

– in collaboration with the engineer Erich Bachem.

And thus began a new era! The next decisive step

came in 1971 with the launch of the first HYMER

motorhome – a key milestone in our long corpo-

rate history!

A wide variety of series, models and layouts has

been built over a period of nearly 60 years. Many

of the motorhomes and caravans set standards

and ushered in new trends − especially in terms of

technology, comfort and design, as well as quality

and safety. For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorpo-

rating customers’ wishes into the development of

new and improved vehicles was always a matter

of principle.

For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and

ceaseless creativity has shaped the entire industry.

His whole life’s work provides us with a model for

future corporate decisions.

As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always

been inseparably linked with the name HYMER. The

passion and professionalism that goes into the de-

velopment and construction of our vehicles com-

municates itself to our customers. We at HYMER

are not only proud of almost 60 years of company

history, but also of our employees, who devote

their energies and ideas on a daily basis to making

“travel in the original” possible.

The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary, entrepreneur − Erwin Hymer

wrote camping history by turning his group of com-

panies into the European market leader.

(* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure

of the European caravan and motorhome sector.
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History

HYMER evolves from a craft
enterprise into an industrial
manufacturer. The first hand-
built HYMER motorhome, the
Caravano, makes its debut.

The two camper vans 500
and 501 on a Mercedes L 206
D/L 207 base – with cara-
van-style pop-top roof – usher
in a new product category.

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

Alfons Hymer begins produc-
tion of agricultural vehicles.

The HYMERCAR Van and
Family are launched on
the market simultaneously,
introducing the distinc-
tive corrugated high roof
and new floor plan.

HYMER gives its HYMERCAR
fleet a makeover, introduc-
ing a new duo: the Magic
(left) boasts a bathroom,
while the Fantasy is nota-
ble for its storage space.

Small is beautiful: the less than
four-metre-long HYMER Van
based on the tiny Fiat Talento
is the ideal camper for couples.

The HYMERCAR Fantasy
goes out of production; only
the Magic remains – and
is promptly voted “Motor-
home of the Year”.

It’s the details that count in
the relaunched HYMERCAR
range, with angled furniture
and a folding table providing
more freedom of movement.

HYMER opens up a new dimension in mobile holi-

days with the development of the “Caravano” in

1961. This panel van was to lay the foundations

both for the company and the category of com-

pact leisure vehicles. Thanks to its easy manoeu-

vrability, compact outer dimensions and seating

arrangement, the camper is suitable not just for

holidays, but also for weekend trips or everyday

use as a second car – and that goes especially for

the compact models of the HYMERCAR range. Our

potted history charts the key stages of this success

story from the early days through its fascinating

evolution.
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The Bedford Blitz-based Hymer
T-Class with lifting roof offers
an extra berth thanks to fold-
ing bucket seats in the back.

From now on, the camper vans
are known as HYMERCARS.
The angular HYMERCAR 1
based on the Ford Transit
has a strong visual resem-
blance to American vans.

The new Fiat Ducato-based
HYMERCAR 2 is notable for
its practical layout with sep-
arable washroom and toilet.

The new improved model
range sets new standards
in terms of comfort and
spaciousness, featuring a
separate washroom with
shower and toilet.

The Sydney Drive and
Serengeti models boast flexible
interior designs and individu-
ally organised stowage space.

The ultra-compact HYMERCAR
Ayers Rock comes with a
comprehensive equipment
package and accommo-
dates up to four people.

HYMER wins the “European
Innovation Award” with its
innovative concept study based
on the Mercedes-Benz V-Class.

The Fiat Ducato-based
HYMERCAR 3 is also
launched at the same time,
featuring a stylish high roof,
distinctive longitudinal
seats and an extra bed.

The semi-integrated Eribacar
is a cross between the Renault
Trafic transporter and the cara-
van body of the Touring range.

The first HYMERCAR based on
the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter:
the Grand Canyon S with
car-like vehicle handling.
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More information online at:

Why HYMERCAR?
The compact HYMERCAR panel vans are perfect

all-rounders – great for everyday use, weekend get-

aways or the annual family holiday.

Individual, multifaceted, unique – the HYMERCAR

models offer infinite flexibility, making them suita-

ble for everyday city traffic and cross-country tours

alike. They are ideal vehicles for driving, sleeping

in and transporting all kinds of things – the perfect

second car for young couples and families! All these

qualities count when you’re buying a panel van.

After all, it’s an investment you expect to benefit

from for many years to come, and which therefore

needs to be economically sound. The HYMERCAR

helps you get the most out of life and enjoy your

holidays to the full, giving you a feeling of freedom

and independence. What’s more, you are guaran-

teed a high-quality vehicle with a top standard of

comfort and a generous feeling of space.

With the Fiat Ducato and Mercedes-Benz Sprinter,

HYMER has chosen two long-established brands as

its base vehicles. All HYMERCAR models are win-

terproof and equipped with a wide range of safety

features as standard.

What’s more, we now offer a specific driving safety

training throughout Germany that’s available to all.

So when it comes to choosing a van, you need

look no further than the premium manufacturer

HYMER!

HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S & HYMERCAR Grand Canyon
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The HYMERCAR model range comes in two product

lines, one with fully glazed windows and no bath-

room, the other with aluminium-framed windows

plus bathroom.

The bathroomless model, the HYMERCAR Sydney,

is characterised by a flexible seating concept com-

prising 3, 4 or 5 seats. They also have extra storage

capacity thanks to removable furniture. And a port-

able toilet gives you even greater independence

on your travels. With its car-like dimensions and

intelligent storage space concept, the HYMERCAR

Sydney therefore makes an ideal multifunctional

vehicle for the whole family.

The models with bathroom on the other hand have

a 4-seater layout. They are equipped with a com-

fortable compact bathroom with folding washbasin

and fixed toilet. A further advantage is the unique

pop-top solution which turns them into proper

4-berth models.

Contributing to the high level of comfort in the

HYMERCAR van are the sleeping comfort system of

all the beds and the sound-absorbing, fabric-lined

wall and ceiling coverings.

HYMERCAR
and FIAT

HYMERCAR
Grand Canyon

HYMERCAR
Sierra Nevada

HYMERCAR
Yellowstone

HYMERCAR
Ayers Rock

HYMERCAR
Sydney

HYMERCAR
Yosemite

www.hymercar.com/fiat
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3,500 – 4,000 kg

6.36 × 2.08 × 2.55 m

1.90 m

4

2 / 4

3,300 – 4,000 kg

5.99 × 2.08 × 2.55 m

1.90 m

4

2 / 4

3,500 – 4,000 kg

6.36 × 2.08 × 2.55 m

1.90 m

4

2 / 4

3,300 – 3,850 kg

5.41 × 2.08 × 2.55 m

1.90 m

4

2 / 4

3,500 – 3,850 kg

4.96 × 2.05 × 2.30 m

2.05

3 / 4 / 5

4

3,300 – 4,000 kg

5.99 × 2.08 × 2.55 m

1.90 m

4

2 / 4

Model legend

Chassis

Max. tech. permissible
laden mass – O

Length × width × height

Headroom

Bathroom

Seats / O

Berths / O

HYMERCAR models on a Fiat Ducato chassis. More information can be found online at:

Technical data and layouts

O = Optional extras



HYMERCAR Sydney
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Optional pop-top
(standard in Sydney)

Electrically adjustable
heated wing mirror

Low-level access

Daytime running lights

Standard driving safety

The excellent driving comfort of a Fiat Duca-

to-based HYMERCAR is complemented by an ex-

tremely comprehensive standard safety package,

featuring driver and passenger airbags, ABS, TCS

und ESC incl. Traction+. Added safety and conven-

ience is provided by electrically adjustable heated

wing mirrors, a daytime running light, hill start as-

sist and hill descent control. With its low average

consumption, the 96 kW / 130 hp Fiat Multijet II

engine is the epitome of sustained, fuel-efficient

driving pleasure. The nippy and robust 4-cylinder

turbo-diesel engine complies with the Euro 6 and

EEV exhaust emissions standards.

Excellent pop-top
ventilation

Insulated aluminium
framed windows

(except in Sydney)

Tinted full glazing
(in Sydney)

Highlights of the
Ducato-based
HYMERCAR
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The lane departure warning system (LDWS) emits
an acoustic signal alerting the driver if the vehicle
strays outside the lane.

The exclusive and elegantly designed tablet and
smartphone holder keeps devices of various shapes
and sizes secure.

The automatic front air conditioning system in the
centre console of the dashboard maintains a pleas-
ant interior climate while driving.

The radio and other connected devices can be
conveniently operated via the adjustable multi-
functional steering wheel.

The captain chair-style cab seats with integrated
headrests offer maximum comfort and can be
rotated by 180°.

A lockable, centrally positioned second glove
compartment is installed as standard, and can be
replaced by a cup holder on request.

The automatic Comfort-Matic transmission ensures
maximum convenience, better fuel efficiency and
lower emissions.

The Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) system alerts the
driver to road signs via an on-board display.

Further standard highlights

90-l fuel tank, full wheel trims, manual air con-

ditioning with pollen filter, driver and passenger

airbags, cruise control, immobiliser, Electronic Sta-

bility Control (ESC) with brake assist, load adaptive

control (LAC), engine drag torque control (MSR)

and hill start assist, electric windows, extra-wide

opening rear door, electric step, four engine vari-

ants with 115, 130, 150 and 180 hp ratings (optional

in some models)
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Living comfort
The bathroomless HYMERCAR Sydney is a true all-rounder ideal for camping holi-

days, weekend getaways or simply getting around town. The versatile seating con-

cept makes it a multifunctional vehicle for the whole family, and an ideal second car.

As an adaptable 5-seater version with driver and passenger seat, double bench seat and removable fifth seat,
the HYMERCAR Sydney offers first-class seating comfort whether on the move or at rest.

The standard version of the HYMERCAR Sydney is a
3-seater with bucket seat including armrests.

Generous interior for cosy get-togethers: the
Sydney with 2.65 metre headroom and size-adjust-
able table.

The pleated blinds supplied as standard ensure a restful night’s sleep, or an undisturbed afternoon nap to
recover from the journey.

| WITHOUT BATHROOM 13

Kitchen comfort
A paradise for the mobile master chef.

There’s plenty of easily accessible stowage space
above the kitchen for seasonings and other ingre-
dients.

The modern kitchen range offers plenty of space for cooking and washing up. The extra-deep drawers with
high-quality self-closing mechanisms allow convenient storage and easy access to cooking equipment such
as pans and crockery.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, an integrated 2-burner gas hob and a standard 65-litre com-
pressor refrigerator in the opposite cabinet.

Two 230V and two 12V sockets provide plenty of
power for your appliances.
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Sleeping comfort
Superior sleeping comfort paired with optimal space utilisation.

The roof insulation makes the pop-top a win-
ter-proof sleeping and play area.

By simply fitting a support bracket over the folded-down table, you can create a longitudinal bed with a
length of 2.4 metres. That way even people over two metres tall can sleep comfortably in the HYMERCAR.

The pop-top roof with integrated bed including sleeping comfort system lets you create a separate bedroom.
This area can be reached via a ladder and can be closed off to separate the two areas visually.

| WITHOUT BATHROOM 15

Convenient storage

For extra stowage space, optionally available bags
can be fixed to the carcase in place of the remov-
able rear bed.

The Sydney has a bed carcase with an integrated 65-litre compressor refrigerator. Customers preferring
more storage space can choose a removable carcase with an optional 46-litre compressor coolbox instead.

Integrated, high-strength aluminium lashing rails
with adjustable eyelets allow safe transportation of
your belongings.

Room for all your essential gear.

Inside the integrated floor-mounted pedestal is
an additional 17-litre stowage compartment with
folding lid.
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Living comfort

The LED strip lights are dimmable, can be adjusted
at the press of a finger, and are equipped with a
memory function.

Prepared for anything – thanks to a generous rear bed, superlative comfort and intelligent interior design
solutions, the Grand Canyon takes freedom and flexibility to a whole new level. Not just on holiday trips,
but for everyday use too.

The mid-height refrigerator helps maintain the
generous feeling of space and creates a further
storage surface.

All HYMERCAR models with bathroom are ideal for short breaks and longer holi-

days alike. The comfortable 4-seaters have enough stowage space to keep you well

supplied even if you’re planning to stay away for over a week, making them ideal

long-term companions.

The generously designed seating area allows plenty of legroom. The folding table in the side wall can be
readily adjusted to make the tabletop area larger or smaller. It can also be folded back completely against
the wall as required.

| WITH BATHROOM 17

Kitchen comfort
A recipe for delicious home-cooked meals on the move.

The extra-deep double drawers are equipped with
high-quality self-closing mechanisms and a large,
two-tiered cutlery tray.

The kitchen is fully equipped with a sink unit, an integrated 2-burner gas hob and a 90-litre compressor
refrigerator (or 65-litre in the Ayers Rock and Yosemite models). Extra-deep drawers and generous overhead
lockers make pottering in the kitchen a whole lot easier.

Modern compressor refrigerators ensure effective
cooling however hot it is outside.

A kitchen counter extension can be fitted to the
cabinet to provide extra work space.
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Sleeping comfort

The central part of the bed can be folded up and fixed in place with safety straps. This leaves a wide gangway
suitable for through-loading even bulky objects, while the bedding is neatly concealed behind the raised
bed section.

A cosy night’s sleep to suit individual needs.

The modern sleeping comfort system of the rear bed with comfy cold foam mattresses and attractive fab-
ric-lined wall coverings offers perfect peace and quiet with a touch of luxury.

The pop-top roof with integrated bed including sleeping comfort system lets you create a separate bedroom.
This area can be reached via a ladder and can be closed off to separate the two areas visually.

19

Bathroom comfort

The bathroom cabinet is handy for storing cos-
metics and bathroom accessories and has an extra
socket for hairdryers or shavers.

Sheer relaxation in a luxurious setting.

The washroom is multifunctional, allowing you to
turn the compact bathroom into a wardrobe in an
instant.

The compact bathroom is equipped with a large, stylish folding washbasin in superior-quality solid surface
material. The tambour door takes up no room even when open, thus leaving the gangway clear.
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With the new Grand Canyon S, the first HYMERCAR

on a Mercedes-Benz chassis, you’ll soon be hooked

on those impromptu getaways! The fabulous vehi-

cle dynamics and superb driver assistance systems

leave you free to enjoy your trip to the full. And

with the intelligent interior organisation, optimised

noise and heat insulation, and not least the exclu-

sive 90-litre tall refrigerator, you have everything

on board you need for that little big adventure!

HYMERCAR and
Mercedes-Benz

THE NEW

GRAND CANYON S

A new milestone

among leisure

vehicles

HYMERCAR
Grand Canyon S

www.hymercar.com/mercedes
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3,500 kg

5.93 × 2.03 × 2.85 m

1.92 m

4

2

Maximum technically
permissible laden mass

Length × width × height

Headroom

Bathroom

Seats

Berths

Model

Chassis

The HYMERCAR model on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis. More information can be found online at:

Technical data & layout



HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S
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The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter-based HYMERCAR

Grand Canyon S comes with an extensive safety

package as standard. The electronic stability con-

trol package includes an anti-lock braking system

(ABS), traction control system (TCS), electronic

brake force distribution (EBD) and hydraulic brake

assist system (BAS). Also included are the latest

generation of the adaptive electronic stability pro-

gram (ESP), load adaptive control (LACS), roll-over

mitigation and roll movement intervention (ROM/

RMI), enhanced understeering control (EUC) and

trailer stability assist (TSA). Even greater driving

safety in wet and rainy conditions is ensured by the

automatic brake disc wiping and electronic brake

prefill systems.

192 cm headroom

Electric door closing
assist for sliding door

Electrically adjustable
heated wing mirror
with side indicator

Electric step

Daytime running lights

Insulated aluminium
framed windows

Highlights of the
Sprinter-based
HYMERCAR
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The standard crosswind assist helps keep the vehi-
cle in lane in strong winds thanks to automatic
braking interventions.

The optional blind spot assist alerts the driver to
vehicles in their blind spot via visual and acoustic
signals.

Optional bi-xenon headlights with LED daytime
running light and indicator lights also ensure bet-
ter illumination of the area directly to the side of
the vehicle.

The sleek multifunctional steering wheel allows
easy control of a range of vehicle functions.

An optional on-demand four-wheel drive, greater traction, improved driving stability and the latest gen-
eration of ADAPTIVE ESP® means you can master major challenges however rough the weather and road
conditions.

The fuel-optimised 7-speed automatic transmission
7G-TRONIC PLUS guarantees a smooth drive and is
available as an option.

The storage compartment with closing flap is ideal
for keeping personal items safely out of sight.

Further standard highlights

Driver and passenger airbags, ESP with brake assist,

hill start assist, adaptive brake light, cruise control,

multifunctional steering wheel with trip computer,

angle and height-adjustable steering wheel, electric

windows, comfort suspension (dynamic vibration

absorber, stabilisers, shock absorbers), four engine

variants with 115, 143, 163 and 190 hp ratings (op-

tional in some models)
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Living comfort

Versatile: the large folding side table opens up to provide an ample surface. What’s more, it can be partially collapsed or folded away completely as required, so you
don’t have to store it separately while on the move.

State-of-the-art Truma Combi 6 diesel heater with
LCD display and TV cabling both optionally avail-
able.

The generously dimensioned seating area in the
HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S offers plenty of leg-
room for several people.

The HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S is a versatile all-rounder, whether for weekends

away or longer holiday trips. The modern furniture finish, smart fabric design and

high-quality surfaces lend this lavishly appointed 4-seater an extra-special ambi-

ence.

25

Kitchen comfort

The compact kitchen unit in the HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S gives you all the space you need to prepare
perfect meals – including more ambitious creations. The hooks on the side of the kitchen cabinets are ideal
for keeping tea towels handy.

The partitioned cutlery drawer keeps all your cutlery and kitchen utensils neat and tidy. A kitchen counter
extension can be fitted to the cabinet to provide extra work space.

Unique kitchen versatility combined with elegance and functionality.

The large compressor refrigerator with integrated
freezer compartment has a capacity of 90 litres.

The extra-deep drawers with high-quality self-clos-
ing mechanism are great for storing pans and
crockery, for example.
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Sleeping comfort
Just like your own bed at home!

All HYMERCAR models are equipped as standard with the comfort sleeping system, consisting of high-quality disc spring bed frames and cold foam mattresses. Thanks
to the extra body width, the HYMERCAR Grand Canyon S has a particularly generous interior allowing for a large reclining surface of 195 × 140 cm.

The modern sleeping comfort system of the rear
bed with comfy cold foam mattresses offers per-
fect peace and quiet with a touch of luxury.

The central part of the rear bed can be simply
folded up out of the way – without having to tidy
away the bedding.

27

Bathroom comfort
Exclusive bathroom culture for discerning customers.

The roomy compact bathroom is lavishly and practically equipped – with a folding designer washbasin in solid
surface material plus a modern bench toilet complete with level indicator and toilet roll holder.

The washbasin folds away conveniently for easier
access to the bench toilet.

The shelf is equipped with practical elastic straps
to keep all your bathroom accessories handy and
secure.
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Paint finishes

Jupiter Red

Brilliant Silver Cavansite Blue Dolomite Brown

Graphite Grey Obsidian Black Pearl Silver

Mercedes-Benz Pastel

Mercedes-Benz Metallic

Fiat Pastel

White Imperial BlueLine Blue

Titian Red Yellow

Fiat Metallic

Lago Blue Golden White Alumino Grey

Black Profondo RedIron Grey

Arctic White Pebble Grey

Steel Blue Velvet Red

Tenorite Grey

Design graphics

“Carbonline” design graphics

“Aluline” design graphics

“Crossover” design graphics

Fiat
Mercedes-Benz
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Interior style collections

Textile Carpets

Tortora

Garbo (Ecotech) Nobile

Atletico

Samara

Castano

Tokyo

Santorin Havanna

Roma

Napoli

Chiavenna Walnut

GarboCastano Santorin Tokyo Atletico Nobile Tortora Napoli Havanna Roma Samara Chiavenna
Walnut

Models Textile Real leatherPart leather Carpets Wood finish

Part leather Real leather Wood finish

= Standard equipment = Optional extra= New
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Original Accessories

Bikes can be securely attached to the interior cycle
rack. The RadFazz support rail can be ordered sep-
arately.

Sports and leisure equipment can be stowed away
neatly in the lockable aluminium multifunctional
box.

The HYMERCAR child’s bunk measures 150 × 70 cm
and fits easily into the cab.

The Atera rear-mounted cycle rack attached to the
trailer hitch lets you open both rear doors even
when loaded.

The exclusive cycle rack system is mounted in a
flash, without the need for conventional support
rails.

The cabin floor mat is made from high-quality poly-
propylene tufted velour with nubuck edging and
bears the Original HYMERCAR brand mark.

Discover the wide range of innovative solutions available in the categories interi-

or, exterior, travel and transportation. With HYMER original accessories, you can

rest assured you’ve made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship

and original quality. HYMER original parts and accessories are not available direct

from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively via your HYMER

dealer.

In addition to route-finding, the TomTom Bridge
also comes with all the functions of a normal tablet
plus many useful HYMER extras.

The HYMER brushed silver wing mirror covers will
certainly make you and your vehicle stand out from
the crowd.
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